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livestock losses have been an obstacle to economic development of
the farming and livestock industry in more northerly areas of Canada until
two species of black fly, Simulium arcticum and Ju^ luggeri. outbreaks are
controlled effectively. The problem is complicated by its association
with an abundance of large rivers and streams. Since effective control
of black flies is presently limited to reduction of their breeding sources
in flowing water, the managers of Canadian inland waters have been
concerned about any major practice of using pesticides as black fly
larvicides. Consequently, Canadian inland waters have been subject to
continuous monitoring of major drainage systems with special attention
to the chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides. The latest status of residues
was published from a Canadian Survey of 333 sampling locations between
1972 and 1975 (Table l).
The detection of methoxychlor (l,l,l-trichloro-2,2-di-(4-methoxyphenyl) ethane)
in only 7 of $160 samples reflects the present geographic restriction of
methoxychlor in control of black flies.

The hazards of pesticidal treatment of rivers in 'terms of toxic con-
centrations for non-target taxa is primarily associated with injection. The
problem in rivers with large volumes of discharge is to disperse pesticidal
concentrates within reduced mixing times. The effective dose is an amount
that provides a uniform concentration of 0.3 ppm in a slug of river discharge
and an exposure of 7»5 ">in f°r any point in the downstream course of the river.
The hazard for the aquatic ecosystem is associated with the time and distance
downstream required for the pesticide to reach uniform mixing with water in
the slug.



Table 1 - Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Insecticides in Raw Water
Canadian Survey - 1972 to 1975

(333 Sampling Locations)

Insecticide

Aldrin
Chlordane
DDT (plus derivatives)
Dieldrin
Endosulphan
Endrin
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Lindane
Methoxychlor

Low
value(yg/L)
<0.001
<0.005
<0.005
<0.001
<0.003
<0.005
<0.005
<0.005
<0.001
<0.012

High
value(yg/L)
0.37
0
3.24
0.11
0.03
1.30
0.58
0.007
0.31
0.03

Average
value
(yg/L)
0.016
0
0.074
0.038
0.007
0.017
0.02
0.005
0.003
0.014

Samples
Number above
detection

limit

71
0
407
35
28
237
69
137
748
7

Totalnumber

3160
3160
3160
3160
3160
3160
3160
3160
3160
3160

River ecosystems are highly dynamic within limitations imposed by
hydraulic conditions of flowing water. A three-dimensional model of con-
centration with time was designed for portability between large river systems.
A hydraulic model is essential for any quantitative study of an ecosystem and
environmental conditions in flowing water.

Larviciding techniques are designed to take advantage of adsorption
of the pesticide on suspended particles to provide a natural 'particulate
formulation* that results in selective effect for black flies as well as
long distance carry for effective control. Treatments utilize above-normal
rates of river discharge to maximize the washload in water as the vehicle
for the pesticide. Depending on velocity of flow and type of river bed,
a treatment may be effective for more than 250 km.

Integrated sampling and analyses of the river system indicates that
methoxychlor, once dissociated from the formulation, adsorbs to particulate
and organic material with which it remains associated or is translocated
until finally degraded. This distribution is undoubtedly related to the
extremely low solubility of methoxychlor in pure water (0.1 mg/litre).
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Thus concentration of methoxychlor in pure water of treated rivers poses
no serious problem of residues after the emulsible formulation of the
injected material has broken down. Residues in the suspended partioulate
material remain associated with the washload of the river or are deposited
in sinks in the river bed. The residues in sinks are subject to variable
rates of river discharge so that they are resuspended and translocated
intermittently downstrean from temporary sinks. The most variable residue
levels of methoxychlor were found in the bedload of the river immediately
after treatment.

Overall loss of methoxychlor from the river system occurs through
loss to the static bed, degradation (biological and chemical), and desorp-
tion at non-detectable levels from particulate material into the water.
Residues do not persist in river bed material. No determinable residues
(above 0.1 ppb) could be detected in bedload or static bed 17 months after
3 successive years of experimental treatment in any part of the river
system. This included the ultimate sink in the delta and lake for all
materials moved by the scouring action of the river.

Major concerns for fish included toxicity during exposure to
larvicidal treatment, trophic interference in food chains supporting the
fish population, and objectionable accumulation of residues in fish tissues.
The dose in water treatment was generally more than 1 order of magnitude
below the toxic concentration for fish. Caged fish confined to the treated
slug during the mixing phase exhibited no toxic effects. No residues in
tissues of exposed fish exceeded 7 ppn as the tolerance level set for meats
in humam consumption. Sampled fish suffered no deprivation of food as an
indication of serious interference with the food chain.

Invertebrates are chemoreceptively sensitive to even sublethal
concentrations of methoxychlor and the density of drifting organisms
increases dramatically with the arrival of the leading edge of the treated
slug. Time series sampling to bracket the passage of a treated slug shows
that drift densities return to normal within a few hours.

On the basis of the results of the integrated research programme
on the Athabasca River, methoxychlor was registered in 1979 for specified
abatement operations on the Athabasca and Saskatchewan Rivers. With the
verification of the 3-dimensional hydraulic model of methoxychlor treat-
ments it will be possible to extend abatement programs to other large
rivers such as the Peace without additional experimental programs.
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The Athabasca Black Fly Program defined sane important areas for
more precise research on development and behaviour of pesticides to
improve their application and environmental acceptability in aquatic eco-
systems. These areas of R & D are defined not so much in terms of new
problems, but rather in more effective application of research and
technology to achieve efficiency and accountable use of pesticides through
a better understanding of ecosystems.

1) To a great extent, pollution by agrochemicals is a result of wasteful
application and use. This became obvious when the studies were con-
ducted within a hydrauli« model of the river. More effective integra-
tion of engineering principles with ecological research would not only
improve the economic use of pesticides, but also contribute to a better
understanding of aquatic ecosystems. For example, a delivery system
for 3-difflensional mixing in river treatments eliminates the wasteful
use of methoxychlor and also reduces the major temporary hazard to
invertebrates in the mixing phase of river treatments.

2) The chemical formulation of methoxychlor used in the research program
was a formulation available for general agricultural purposes other
than river treatment. Formulation for specific purposes within the
context of ecological chemistry and river hydraulics is another con-
sideration with high potential in reducing the impact of residue—biota
interactions in aquatic ecosystems.

3) There is a critical need for methods to measure the trophic status of
invertebrate taxa in aquatic ecosystems and its importance in food
chains. Because of this basic deficiency, criteria for chemical residue-
biota interaction essential for quality and accountability of chemical
pest control in aquatic environments, as experienced in the Athabasca
Research Program, are virtually non-existent.

A better understanding of trophic relations as a basis for monitoring
pesticide residue-biota interactions in aquatic ecosystems, and for better
accountability in patterns of pesticide use, has created the need for
meaningful methods or approaches to develop criteria for environmental
acceptability of pesticide use. As a possible line of approach in devel-
oping methods of measuring side-effects induced by agrochemical residues
in aquatic ecosystems, we have designed some computerized programs to take
advantage of the very large data bank on the Athabasca ecosystem to study
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distribution of invertebrate taxa in greater detail. The concept is that
balance in ecosystems is expressed by log—series relationships in the
distribution of taxa and populations. We are applying an extension of this
principle as a possible criterion to determine whether a perturbation in
the environment, such as that caused by the presence of a pesticide, causes
any measurable variation from a state of balance among taxa in an aquatic
ecosystem. The analyses are being designed to study ecosystems at two levels,
One is at the phylogenetic level to provide a measure of change in diversity.
The other is at the population level to provide a measure of change in the
taxonomic distribution of numbers within populations to represent effects on
standing crop and trophic relations.
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